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EARTH OBSERVATIONS AND GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION:
SUPPORTING OFFICIAL STATISTICS IN MONITORING AND ACHIEVING THE 2030 AGENDA

Satellite Communications For Sustainable Development

Development of the world’s poorest countries is empowered through access to communications technology. The European Satellite Operators Association (ESOA) represents an industry that delivers these critical services in Africa and the developing world.
Stakeholders

- Governmental organizations
- Donor entities
- Intergovernmental/multilateral/ regional organizations
- Non-governmental organizations
- Space agencies
- Development contracting companies
- Space manufacturers and operators
- Data analytic businesses
- Non-space related companies
- Academia
Moving Forward

➔ Capitalize on OOSA’s unique convening power to gather, document, and redistribute lessons learned for supporting space as a contributor to sustainable development

➔ Recognizing the exponential potential of space for sustainable development, need to be fully inclusive of all stakeholders both in terms of resources developed and ongoing discussions
Secure World Foundation is a private operating foundation that promotes cooperative solutions for space sustainability.

**Our vision:** The secure, sustainable and peaceful uses of outer space contributing to global stability and benefits on Earth.

**Our mission:** To work with governments, industry, international organizations, and civil society to develop and promote ideas and actions to achieve the secure, sustainable, and peaceful uses of outer space benefiting Earth and all its peoples.
Thank you. Questions?

kwilson@swfound.org